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Karl Niklas. The Evolutionary Biology of Plants. 1997. (ISBN 0-226-

58083-0, pbk) The University of Chicago Press, 11030 South Lan-

gley Avenue, Chicago, IL 60628. S24.00. 449 Pp.

As stated by tlie author in (Chapter 2, "The concept tliat inchviduals can be groiijied into

poptdations and that pcjpulations can be gtouped into discrete biological units called spe-

cies is a central tenet in biology." Niklas is to be commended for a treatment of both mi-

cro- and macro- evokitionary theory that combines basic elements covered in the classic

works on biological and evoititionary species, (Carlqiiist, Croncjuist, I^obziiansky, Erhlich,

Gould, Cjrant, Stebbins, et al.) with those o|- the phylogenetic school, (Eldredge, Cracraft,

Wiley, Mishler, et al.), in a refreshingly new, synthetic way. The book is divided into tour

parts, including a comprehensive review ot "evolutionary basics", "lile's chronicles: the fossil

record," adaptive walks: a hyiiothesis," and "long-term trends." The book is the first I have

seen that has a strong botanical morphogenetic and paleobotanic emphasis, as well as a

presentation of the adaptive walk concept.

The first part, dominated by a discourse on poptilation genetics, is aimed at the advanced

undergraduate or beginning graduate sttident, and is written in a clear, concise manner. I

found relatively few omissions, with the exception of a discussion of character chsplace-

ment vs. the Wallace Effect. However, the early introduction of phylogentics is to be ap-

plauded, as IS the historical review of Sewall Wright's and others work witii fitness. Ilis

introduction to species and speciation, with emphasis on heterochrony are rare in textbooks

of this kind. While I would have liked to see more detail regarding morphogenetic afibre-

viations and additions (sensu Takhtajan and later, Funk and Brooks), the relationship of

those concepts to that of the ptictuated ec]uilibrium hypothesis offer a balanced re\iew.

The concepts of hybridization, polyploidy and introgression are dealt with in a parricti-

larly straightforward manner.

The second part deals with the origins and early events in plant evolution, concomitant

with the invasion of land and air. Using molecular evidence, |ialeobotanical evidence, and

morphogenetic evidence, Niklas strings together a picture of early land plant evolution

that brings the student through the basics of molecular, cellular, histological, vasctdar and

reproductive evolution, first in their historical, then in their modern contexts. It prestip-

poses that the sttident possesses a firm grasp of the comparative morphology of lantl plants,

but it is, nonetheless, a synthesis that does not exist elsewhere.

The third part of the book, dealing with adaptive ac]uatic and tetresttial "walks" is the

most unit]ue because of its physiological aspects. It is far from light reading, becatise it

contains some of the most complicated of subjects, including physical, physiological and

morphogenetic principles rarely discussed in an introductory text. ITowever, it is written

so that one logically progresses from the unicellular to multicellular, then the aquatic to

the terrestrial habitat, with extensive discussion of the physiological, ontogenetic and ana-

tomical changes necessaty to make those transitions. The only oversight I detected is a

consequence of my preference to present discussions of genetic spirals and contact parastichal

sets simultaneously when teaching phyllotaxy.

The final portion of the book covers long-term trentls, inckiding tlivergence vs. conver-

gence, and tempos vs. events. In the section on divergence and convergence, homology and

analogy are clearly differentiated, with examples ranging from the classic paleobotanical

and modern morphogenetic. While most texts in this area are dull and boring, the many
illustrative examples, and the cjuotations from Ernst JVIayr and Yogi Berra certainly make

it eiitertainini; as well as instructive. While the disctission contains mote indtictive than
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deckictivf reasoninu than iIk- cliapLi-rs that iTrccucled it, the synclicsis ot evidence from pa-

leobotanical to modern examples miorms the student ol the historical bases for modern

opinions. The iinal chapter, incliidint; explanations of c|-)DNA, mtl^NA and nDNA, rates

of genomic evokition, molecular clocks, species orogeny antl demise, followed by the fossil

record ol speciation and extmction, oilers another Linit.|Lie synthesis ot information normally

scattered between micro- and macro-evolutionary cotirse texts.

In summary, this book is an excellent choice for any one-semester cotn'se in plant evolu-

tion. It is a liargain that shotild not be missed. With siipiilementary reprints from perti-

nent works in po|nilation genetics, morphogenesis, and phvlogenetic theory, it cotild eas-

ily serve as the backbone of a two-semester graduate course in plant phylogeny. I heartily

recommend it to any university biology instructor or student of evolutionary biology.

—Job// J. Pi/ml] 111.
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